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.com/ggcechjp4yujt/ this site
contains adult content. Do you
really want to continue? kyle__, $
hdparm -tT /dev/sdc Timing
cached reads: 933 MB in 2.00
seconds = 471.80 MB/sec Timing
buffered disk reads: 0 MB in 3.00
seconds = 0.00 MB/sec that is
pretty good! I don't really know
why I just did that gordonjcp:the
empathy doesn't start when i click
on it, but when i press it's
shortcut(ctrl+alt+t) then it starts.
I don't have the 'gnome-do' for
this ofanto: Yeah, it's pretty fast.
ofanto: Well, good news and bad
news. gordonjcp: i have installed
it from the software center
kyle__, which part? ofanto: You
got pretty good speed, but it's still
not close to SATA 6.0. kyle__, I
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thought SATA 6.0 was a myth
Oh, I didn't mention that it was.
ok I said it was a SATA 3.0 spec,
not a 6.0 spec. which means that
there's a big speed-gap. Ok. Well,
this is a better question for the
forums than here. gordonjcp: do
u know how can i fix it
arunkumar413: I don't know, I
don't use it arunkumar413: I'm
sure it's possible, but I never use
it kyle__, yeah, but I got a SATA
3.0 instead of SATA 2.0, so it
can't be an issue I guess?
gordonjcp:if u don't use empathy
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mahloui f4bc01c98b Reply.
folkall says: Feb 1, 2022 5:33 am
I can never play the games you
play. F1 2019 and other games
are not that dangerous for me I
guess. F3 2018 and other games
that I think are not so dangerous
for me. I don't want to be on this
list. F2 2018 and other games are
not that dangerous for me I guess.
F1 2018 and other games are not
that dangerous for me I guess. F2
2018 and other games I think are
not that dangerous for me.
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